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ABSTRACT
MOBILE WOUND ASSESSMENT AND 3D MODELING FROM A SINGLE
IMAGE
by
Victor Williamson
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2020
Under the Supervision of Professor Zeyun Yu
The prevalence of camera-enabled mobile phones have made mobile wound assessment
a viable treatment option for millions of previously difficult to reach patients. We have
designed a complete mobile wound assessment platform to ameliorate the many challenges
related to chronic wound care. Chronic wounds and infections are the most severe, costly
and fatal types of wounds, placing them at the center of mobile wound assessment. Wound
physicians assess thousands of single-view wound images from all over the world, and it may
be difficult to determine the location of the wound on the body, for example, if the wound
is taken at close range. In our solution, end-users capture an image of the wound by taking
a picture with their mobile camera. The wound image is segmented and classified using
modern convolution neural networks, and is stored securely in the cloud for remote tracking.
We use an interactive semi-automated approach to allow users to specify the location of the
wound on the body. To accomplish this we have created, to the best our knowledge, the
first 3D human surface anatomy labeling system, based off the current NYU and Anatomy
ii

Mapper labeling systems. To interactively view wounds in 3D, we have presented an efficient
projective texture mapping algorithm for texturing wounds onto a 3D human anatomy model.
In so doing, we have demonstrated an approach to 3D wound reconstruction that works even
for a single wound image.
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1. Introduction

1.1

Problem Statement

Wound care can require extensive investments of time and money, leading to high emotional
distress and patient suffering. The overhead of wound care costs leads to many wounds
becoming ignored, misdiagnosed or untreated. Annual wound care costs in the U.S. have
surpassed $25 billion [1]. There are upwards of 6 million new U.S. wound patients every
year, with that number expected to increase due to increased rates of diabetes, obesity and
chronic diseases. This is compounded by aging baby boomers, rising health care costs and the
uncertain future of Medicare and Social Security. Pressure ulcers and other chronic wounds
are the most costly wounds to treat, owing to their prolonged and protracted treatment
plans.
All over the world wound sufferers lack access to adequate health care facilities, with
many hospitals being understaffed and lacking in basic supplies and equipment. This is
particularly true in rural areas and traditional agrarian or hunter-gatherer societies. In
densely packed cities across the developing world, water-born diseases are exacerbated by
1

open sanitation systems, tropical flooding and pollution.
The silver lining in the challenges facing wound care is the large potential for mobile
technology to streamline and enhance existing medical protocols, i.e. remote wound assessment. Particularly, camera-enabled smart phones enable patients and medical personnel to
take pictures of wounds for storage and automated diagnosis. In so doing, medical costs can
be reduced and remote access actualized.
However, wound images may not always be easy for automated software algorithms to
analyse. Firstly, there are unknown camera parameters, such as the camera angle, zoom,
focal length and optical distortion. Secondly, lighting in an uncontrolled environment may
introduce glare and unwanted shadows. Image artifacts pose difficulties for automated segmentation and classification algorithms, and hinder 3D reconstruction.
Lastly, while it is ideal that multiple pictures be taken of the wound, in practice this is
not always possible, making 3D reconstruction, which is an ill-posed problem, very difficult.
However, when available, 3D data makes wound care more accurate by providing improved
measurement capability and interactive visualization. Modern mobile technologies for 3D
reconstruction and rendering can be integrated into mobile apps, with many mobile-based
algorithms performing well enough for realtime applications.

2

1.2

Wound Assessment

Wound assessment is a broad term that refers to the various medical procedures and protocols
pertaining to the review, diagnosis and treatment of wounds. In a typical clinical setting,
this involves an initial evaluation that involves visual inspection, a physical exam and a
question and answer. After first aid is administered, patients are diagnosed and treatment
prescribed. Based on the wound type and severity, all of these steps can vary tremendously
between different hospital units and medical practices. In this section we provide a brief
overview of wound assessment to guide our discussion and to better understand how mobile
technologies can be used to streamline wound care.

Wound Types
There are hundreds of wound types, but for our purposes a rough categorization classifies
wounds into different types of skin lesions, skin injuries and ulcers. Skin lesions are wounds
related to genetics, cancers, viruses, autoimmune disorders, allergies, etc. Skin injuries include lacerations, punctures, incisions, burns, etc. Ulcers are diabetic sores, chronic wounds,
venous, arterial, pressure wounds, etc. While the technologies presented herein are applicable to all wounds, we place particular emphasis on chronic ulcers, owing largely to our
medical expertise being derived from doctors who work primarily with venous and arterial
wounds.

3

Skin Lesions
Skin lesions are generally viral and genetics related protrusions, scales and discolorations
of the skin. In the context of mobile wound assessment, melanoma lesions are the most
commonly assessed because of their visual simplicity enabling them to be easily consumable
by automated software tools [2]. Other types of lesions including blisters, rashes, patches,
cysts, nodules, scabs, boils and hives offer limitless expressions requiring multifaceted and
holistic treatment programs.

Skin Injuries
On the morbid end of the scale, skin injuries may be traumatic, but they may also be
surgical. Much fewer mobile wound assessment platforms assess traumatic injuries than those
that assess lesions and ulcers. This is because ulcers and lesions, especially when applied
to a narrow domain, exhibit similar morphology in terms of shape, color and progression.
Automated algorithms are generally well behaved in these scenarios. One example of a
morbid wound is burns [3, 4]. Burns have varying severity and can come from heat, chemicals,
electricity, friction, radiation, etc. One example of a surgical wound is that left behind after
heart surgery to implant a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) [5]. Doctors continuously
monitor scars left behind at surgical sites in order to prevent infection and to ensure proper
healing.

4

Ulcers
Ulcers are chronic wounds that can ooze and grow in size, and are symptomatic of some
kind of underlying condition such as poor blood circulation, diabetes, bacterial infections,
etc. Ulcers are particularly prevalent with the elderly, due to declining function and mobility,
leading to scenarios ripe for developing pressure ulcers, arterial ulcers, venous ulcers, and
pyoderma ulcers and gangrenous ulcers [2]. In this work, image examples are primarily
drawn from skin ulcers.

Wound Analysis
The wound analysis phase of wound assessment is the manual inspection of the wound
itself, either physically or by examining a picture of the wound. The goal of mobile wound
assessment is to reduce the need for in person visits by sharing pictures of wounds for remote
analysis. This reduces costs and commute times for the patient, and frees up physicians to
prioritize the most urgent cases. Wound analysis involves measuring wound size, identifying
tissues, taking culture swabs, noting orientation and specifying a location.

Tissue Type
For ulcers, which are chronic wounds, a common tissue analysis model is the so-called GSN.
GSN is an acronym for granulation (G), slough (S), and necrotic (N) tissue [2]. Granulation
tissue is the soft new tissue reddish in color created by the body that indicates wound healing.
Slough tissue is a sticky, creamy, dull colored yellowish gray foam of dead tissue that is a
5

byproduct of inflammation during wound healing. Slough is a food source for bacteria and
hence must be removed through a process known as debridement in order to optimize wound
healing. Necrotic tissue is a hardened black colored layer of dead tissue that, like slough,
must be removed via debridement.

Wound Size Measurement
The size of the wound indicates its severity and therefore serves as a reliable measurement
of healing progression. This is true for lesions, skin injuries and ulcers. Measuring wound
size is often a integral part of mobile wound assessment platforms. Within a 3D wound
visualization platform like ours, 3D information can enhance the accuracy of automated
wound size measurement. As an example, Mirzaalian Dastjerdi, et al. (2019) [6] obtain
accurate wound surface area measurements by using Structure from Motion (SfM) to generate
a 3D surface mesh from which the size of the wound can be measured. In circumstances
where automatically making highly accurate wound measurements is too difficult, wound
image area measurements can be compared over time to achieve effective wound healing
tracking.
An example of how wound measurement is used for skin lesions comes from malignant
melanoma. When a malignant lesion is suspected, it is removed through an excisional biopsy
for diagnosis. If melanoma is diagnosed, a prognosis is initiated based on lesion thickness and
composition, such as prescribing adjuvant treatment to suppress secondary tumor formation.
In order to conform to the recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO),

6

excisions must include at least 1 cm margins for lesions up to 1 mm of thickness, and 2 cm
margins beyond that [7].
In the case of skin burn injuries, in situations of life threatening morbidity, the total body
surface area burned (TBSAB) plays a crucial role from the onset, requiring accurate area and
depth measurements for effective treatment [3]. Lindert & Tafazzoli-Lari (2018) [8] measure
burn wound depth in children using optical coherence tomography (OCT). OCT is more ideal
than CT for obtaining high resolution tissue images. In addition to size, researchers were
able to identify wound surface irregularity, which includes loss of normal dermal papillary
pattern, disappearing skin lines and changes to the skin’s microvascular architecture. Singla,
Srivastava & Mehta (2018) [8] incorporate size measurements, from OCT A-scan and B-scan
images, into a machine learning classification algorithm. Using a generalized linear classifier,
burn wounds are classified into one of two categories, less severe and more severe.
For diabetic foot ulcers, wound size and depth are critical factors to be considered in all
of the major foot ulcer classification systems [9]. The Wagner-Meggitt classification system
relies almost entirely on wound depth. The University of Texas system grades wound severity
by wound depth and then does further gradation by the level of infection or ischemia. The
SAD and PEDIS classification systems include both depth and size as two of the features in
their five ulcer features classification system.
Wound measurements can be taken manually or digitally. Manual methods include acetate tracing, ruler or scalpel. Manual approaches run the risk of contamination, wound
irritation and wound dressing disturbance. Digital measurements include adding references

7

within 2D images or using photogrammetry for full 3D reconstruction. As an example,
Mirzaalian Dastjerdi, et al. (2019) [6] measure wound surface area by taking pictures of
wounds alongside strips of taped checkered patterns on the patient. The checkered pattern
has a known size and is later extrapolated onto the image of the wound. A third flavor of
wound measurement techniques are semi-automated. Sánchez-Jiménez, et al. (2019) [10]
built an application where physicians manually enter the distance between points on the
wound from which then the entire area of the wound can be determined.

8

2. Background & Related Work
The foundation of our work is to apply methods of 3D reconstruction from a single image
to 3D wound image visualization on mobile devices as part of a complete mobile wound
assessment workflow. Firstly, we review a slew of techniques by which single photos of objects
can be turned into 3D models. Then we review the growing body of literature specifically
related to the creation of interactive 3D wound models. Finally, we review mobile-based 3D
wound visualization and highlight issues specific to mobile devices and embedded systems.

2.1

3D Reconstruction From a Single Image

The ill-posed problem of 3D reconstruction from a single image has important implications
in resource constrained settings where access to multi-view photos of a scene is not available.
Particularly, single-view 3D reconstruction tends to be important for creating databases of
3D models for use in machine learning. In the area of wound assessment, it is often the case
that nurses, physicians or even patients have only taken a single wound picture, or that a
single picture is all that’s available from another clinic.

9

Using 3D Camera Self-Calibration
Many single-view 3D reconstruction algorithms begin by estimating camera parameters
which include focal length, optical distortion, principle point and view direction. The most
common method is to identify lines that converge at vanishing points in the image, making
this technique very popular for images of cityscapes and man made objects. Wilczkowiak,
Boyer & Sturm (2001) [11] use a semi-automated approach by having users manually identity parallelepipeds in the image, from which camera parameters are estimated and 3D
urban scenes reconstructed. Liu, Liu & Wang (2016) [12] use camera distortion, vanishing
points, ellipses and coplanarity for self-calibration to reconstruct urban scenes. They identify
straight lines and an ellipse in the image to determine the radial distortion, focal length and
principle point. The parameters are iteratively refined as more accurate principle points are
found. In the most general case, a pinhole camera model for perspective projection of 3D
scenes is defined by the following matrix




p1 p2 p3 p4 





P=
p5 p6 p7 p8 




p9 p10 p11 p12
And the project from 3D to 2D is defined as follows:
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(2.1)

 



x p1 p2 p3
  
  
y  = p p
p7
   5
6
  
  
p9 p10 p11
z

 
 X
 

p4  
 
 Y 
 
 
p8 
 
 Z 
 

p12 
 
1

(2.2)

We are using 3D homogeneous coordinates and therefore it is sufficient to calculate the
entries of P by setting the following cross product to zero
 
X 
 
 
 x
Y 
 
 
 
y  × P   = 0
 
 
Z 
 
 
 
 
z
 
1
 

(2.3)

~ =
The rank of the matrix in 2.3 is two, so we can remove the third row. With V
(X, Y, Z, 1), and setting the rows of P as p~1 , p~2 and p~3 , this cross product can be rewritten
as




~ − p~2 V
~ 
 y p~3 V




 p~ T V
T~  = 0
~3
 1 ~ − xp~3 V





~ − y p~1 T V
~
xp~2 T V
T

T

(2.4)

Note that pi = 0 ∀ i is a solution. We can augment the system with constraints. For
example, if we have a linear system Ax = b, then we can augment with cT x = x0 as follows
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A
 b 
 x = 

 


cT
cT x0

(2.5)

When fully expanded to include n pairs of points and constraining

Pp

i i

= 1, we can set

M




0~4 T
−x1 −y1 −z1 −1 X1 y1
Y1 y 1
Z1 y1
y1 





x y z 1

~T
0
−X
x
−Y
x
−Z
x
−x
 1 1 1
4
1 1
1 1
1 1
1




.


.
.







~
T
04
−xn −yn −zn −1 Xn yn
Yn y n
Zn yn
yn 








0~4 T
−Xn xn −Yn xn −Zn xn −xn 
xn yn zn 1




~T
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(2.6)

Setting P12 = [ p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 , p6 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p11 , p12 ] we can calculate P with
least squares using normal equations as follows








P12  0~n 
= 
M
  

1
1

(2.7)

We use normal equations to solve least squares as follows








P12 
0~n 
T 



M M
=M  
1
1
T

(2.8)

Numerical solutions can be applied to solve for the specific rotation and translation
components of the camera projection matrix as follows
12







 f 0 px   r1 r2 r3 t1 









P =  0 f py   r4 r5 r6 t2 







r7 r8 r9 t3
0 0 1

(2.9)

3D Deformable Models
3D deformable modeling has been a popular approach to generate 3D models from 2D views.
They are in essence 3D models with explicit key points of interest, or landmarks, identified
so as to more easily be able to categorize the general shape of a similar 3D model. Typically,
a group of 3D models are matched against a Gaussian model, with a mean position and
variance, to identify the variations of each landmark. Where each approach differs is in how
they estimate the conditional probability distributions for either the likelihood formula, the
posterior conditional distribution, or both.
Kar, Shubham, Carreira & Malik, 2015 [13] create a likelihood model based on the
non-rigid structure from motion (NRSFM) algorithm, which is maximized using the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm. Taking a silhouette of an object as input, the Chamfer
distance is minimized between the silhouette and the orthographic or perspective projection
of the stored 3D models. The Chamfer distance measures the closeness between sets of
points. For example, for sets S1 and S2 , The Chamfer distance, dC D is calculated as

dCD =

1X
minq∈S2 |p − q|
n p∈S
1

13

(2.10)

Romdhani & Vetter, 2005 [14] estimate the 3D shape, texture, pose and lighting from
a single human face image by the stochastic Newton optimization algorithm. Each vertex
position is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution from the mean. The step formula for
stochastic Newton optimization on function f (x) is as follows

xk+1 = xk −

!−1
n
1 X 00
f (xk )
n i=1

!
n
1X 0
f (xk )
n i=1

(2.11)

Boosting
Boosting is a machine learning strategy that improves classification accuracy by stringing
together a sequence of weak learners, such as simple decision trees. Ada Boost is the first
and probably the most popular of these boosting algorithms. Creusot, Pears & Austin, 2013
[15] use Ada Boost to learn the landmarks of 3D facial models. Like deformable modeling,
landmarks are used to reduce the overall complexity of the system. The Boosting trains
on two classes, neighboring and non-neighboring vertices, and generates a landmark score
for each vertex. Benhabiles, Lavoue, Vandeborre & Daoudi, 2011 [16] use Ada Boost to
segment 3D models by training on a large database of manually segmented 3D meshes. The
inputs are pools of geometric features identified by software. The final segmentation results
are averaged from the ground-truth repository of 3D models. Kalogerakis, Hertzmann &
Singh, 2010 [17] combine so-called Joint Boosting with conditional random fields (CRF).
The trained CRF objective function is used to segment the models and joint boosting is
used to label geometric features.
14

Random Forest
Like boosting, random forests use more than one underlying learning function. However,
instead of being weak learners strung together, random forests run each learner individually
and outputs their collective result. Shotton, et al., 2013 [18] use an ensemble of randomized
decision trees to estimate the positions of 3D joints for human pose recognition. Rock, et
al. 2015 [19] use random forests as a hashing function to partition a training set of 3D
models into similar groups based on image features. The 3D meshes are rendered from
multiple viewpoints to match against a number of potential projections. To construct a
3D model, thin plate splines (TPS) are deformed according to a constrained, symmetrypreserving energy minimizing function. Minimal energy surfaces have long been used to
generated 3D models. Given a parametric surface s(u, v), forces f , and weights wi , Gibson
& Mirtich (1997) [20] propose one such minimal energy surface

Z
E=

w1 ||su ||2 + 2w2 su · su + w3 ||sv ||2 + w4 ||suu ||2 + 2w5 ||suv ||2 + w6 ||svv ||2 − 2f · s du dv
(2.12)

Convolutional Neural Networks
Researchers are becoming increasingly audacious in their attempts to generate 3D models
from 2D images using convolution neural networks (CNN). Truth be told, it is very difficult
to generate a 3D model from a neural network, which are best suited for simple classification
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and regression exercises. Nevertheless, Jackson, Bulat, Argyriou & Tzimiropoulos, 2017 [21]
have made incredible strides using CNN’s to generate 3D reconstructions of human faces.
Using only a single image of a human face, it generates a textured 3D volume of the face.
Their network is trained on over 60, 000 face image-3D model pairs. Delanoy, Bousseau,
Aubry, Isola & Efros, 2017 [22] have created a CNN that maps hand drawn line drawings
to 3D voxels. As more line drawings are drawn from different angles, a more accurate 3D
model is produced.
CNN’s are also used in sketch-based systems. Sketch-based interfaces automatically
generate 3D models as users draw. Han, Gao & Yu, 2017 [23] have built a sketch-based
interface using CNN for interactive line drawing of 3D caricatured human face meshes. This
approach outputs vertices directly which is more difficult than outputting 3D voxels. In a
similar vein, sketch-based interfaces can be used to select from or match against an existing
set of 3D models. The system of Wang, Kang & Li, 2015 [24] apply the so-called siamese
CNN to match line drawings to the nearest looking 3D model in the database. For pose
recognition, Wohlhart & Lepetit, 2015 [25] use a CNN to learn 3D pose descriptors from
2D images. The final 3D pose is determined by minimizing the euclidean distances between
the pose descriptors of nearest neighbors. The minimization function is a measure of pose
similarity between the image and the pre-trained models.
Using CNN’s to reconstruct man-made objects have shown much promise. Choy, et al.,
2016 [26] were able to train on hundreds of thousands of models from ShapeNet, PASCAL
3D, Online Products and MVS CAD Models. The so-called 3D Recurrent Reconstruction
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Neural Network (3D-R2N2) takes in one or more images of a single object such as a car,
couch, computer, etc. and produces a voxel volume that matches the object. A multi-view
sequence of images of an object works best, but a single image also works. We even tested
3D-R2N2 on vertebrae with descent results as seen in figure 2.1. Dosovitskiy, Springenberg,
Tatarchenko & Brox, 2017, [27] reconstruct 3D models into voxel volumes from a pre-trained
CNN of thousands of chairs, cars and tables 3D models. Both approaches manually generate
2D renderings of 3D models in order to train their neural networks.

Figure 2.1: 3D-R2N2 vertebrae reconstruction

Among other applications, Han, Li, Huang, Kalogerakis & Yu, 2017 [28] use a CNN
with long short-term memorized context fusion (LSTM-CF) to infer global structure about
a malformed 3D model. This information is used to fill in gaping holes on the model surface
with patches. Guo, Zou & Chen, 2015 [29] use a CNN to segment and label the various parts
of a 3D model. The CNN is trained on a large pool of classical geometric features. The
output is a label vector for each triangle that indicates its probability of belonging to each
feature. Machine learning can also be used to generate 2D images from 3D models. Nalbach,
Arabadzhiyska, Mehta, Seidel & Ritschel 2017 [30] do just this by training 3D models on
their corresponding shading buffers during rendering. The CNN, six layers deep, is then
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used to estimate the intensity for each image pixel for an input model.

Probabilistic Modeling
Probabilistic modeling systems leverage probability distributions and can be incorporated
into 3D reconstruction algorithms. Rezende, et al., 2016 [31] parameterize a so-called probabilistic neural network with conditional distributions to generate 3D volumes and 3D models.
The neural network is further powered by a short-term memory network (LSTM) and trains
on the very large dataset of 3D models available from ShapeNet. Delage, Lee & Ng, 2006 [32]
use a so-called bayesian neural network to generate 3D scenes from 2D images. Bayesian neural networks include additional conditional probabilities between neurons. These conditions
constrain the model and helps the network to resolve ambiguities during 3D reconstruction.
Markov models are suitable for 3D reconstruction because they can be used to deform
3D models between state transitions. Mesh-based 3D deformations easily satisfy the Markov
property because deformations to the mesh only depend on the current topological state of
the vertices and faces that make up the mesh. In general, for a stochastic process X =
Xn : n = 0, 1, ..., and a given current state Xn = i, the probability that the next state
P (Xn+1 ) = j depends only on the current state i is

Pi,j = P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) = P (Xn+1 = j : Xn = in , Xn−1 = in−1 , ..., X0 = i0 )

(2.13)

Ashutosh, Sun & Ng, 2009 [33] generate 3D scenes by applying a Markov Random Field
(MRF) to small homogeneous patches of the input image. It is a supervised learning ap18

proach that assimilates depth cues and ties relationships between different parts of the image.
Benameur, Mignotte, Labelle & De Guise, 2005 [34] use a first order Markov processes to
differentiate patients with normal spines and those with scoliosis based on 3D scan data.
This is accomplished by building state transitions that deform the 3D mesh incrementally
until the correct classification is reached. The process handles both aberrations to the spine
shape and deformities to individual vertebrae. As is typically done, the principal component
analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the complexity of the 3D model. For a large set of data
in matrix form, M, of size m × n, we can lower its dimension by multiplying by a column
vector, w of size n to obtain a new set of data, m, as follows

wT MT Mw
m = argmaxw
wT w

(2.14)

Humbert, Guise, Aubert, Godbout & Skalli, 2009 [35] use inferencing to reconstruct
3D models of vertebrae from orthogonal x-ray images. Inferences are made based on the
geometric relationships between different vertebrae. This is a hierarchical approach and
breaks down 3D vertebrae construction into two phases, firstly, by looking at the spine as a
whole and then by identifying individual vertebrae. A similar statistical-based approach is
taken by Cresson, et al., 2009 [36] and Zheng, Ballester, Styner & Nolte, 2006 [37] except
that images are not x-rays, but rather calibrated fluoroscopic images. Aguiar, Theobalt,
Stoll & Seidel, 2007 [38] apply Gaussian distribution-constrained 3D deformations that best
match images taken from video of human performances. Balan & Black, 2008 [39] apply
statistical priors to constrain 3D deformations when matching images of silhouettes.
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Sketch-Based 3D Modeling
Sketch-based interfaces and modeling (SBIM) have gained traction over the years as a way to
combine traditional drawing media with 3D modeling. We know that 3D modeling is often
the bottle neck in terms of the amount of time and resources required. As of yet, SBIM
does not compare to the advanced level of quality producible from industry-level modeling
programs, but it is a great research domain for prototyping and proof of concepts, and can
be adequate in domains with less rigorous modeling requirements.
Rivers, Durand & Igarashi (2010) [40] introduce a way to model complex man-made 3D
models by combining an unbounded number of models drawn in 2D from up to three orthogonal views. Overlapping objects are combined in 2D using Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG) operations. This is achieved by first discretizing all lines drawn as polylines. For
each resultant segment, an orthogonal plane that contains the segment and extends into the
viewing direction is used to generate an individual surface facet on the plane. The shape
of these 2D surface facets are determined from 2D CSG operations of all intersections from
the silhouette cylinders on the plane. The collection of surfaces define a 3D shape. These
surfaces are further subdivided into quadrilaterals. The mesh is smoothed by approximating
their least-variation-of-curvature that minimizes variation of the laplacian magnitude of the
two directions of principle curvature using the iterative approach of Nealen, Igarashi, Sorkine
& Alexa (2007) [41]. Mesh shrinking during smoothing is precluded by fixing selected vertices to the rim of the silhouette visual hull, which is accomplished by re-tessellating after
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each smoothing operation. In comparison to Google SketchUp, ten participants modeled
3 objects alternating between their approach and Google SketchUp, and ten other participants ranked the visual appeal of each model, finding that their approach prevailed with
statistically significant confidence.
Li, Lee, Zhang & Jiang (2016) [42] snap drawn curves to the contours of supplied images
that are first extracted as curve points using non-maximal suppress on secondary derivative
from Cheng, 2009, and then segmented into disparate curves along sharp corners. Final
sketched curves are selected by aligning the portions of the sketched line that correspond
to image contours via energy-minimizing spline active contour models. The final sketched
curves are then smoothed and closed using spline fitting to a third degree B-spline as specified
in Liu, Ma, Zhang & Liveforce (2011) [43]. Finally a 3D model is created interactively using
the EasyToy 3D modeling software.
Buchanan, Mukundan & Doggett, 2013 construct 3D character models from 2D cartoon
characters that are facing forward without self-occluding limbs or body parts in an image with
a lightly textured background. The character silhouettes are extracted from the image using
the potrace vectorization algorithm of Selinger (2003) [44]. 2D skeletons are then extracted
from these outlines by using density-conserving mesh smoothing followed by contracting
points into a 1D skeleton along their normal directions and using feature size to control
skeleton granularity as described by Willcocks & Li (2012) [45]. The skeleton is tested for
symmetry using the pose-neutral symmetry axis, segment, junction classification scheme
of Pantuwong & Sugimoto (2012) [46], followed by estimating the character’s offset angle
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from center facing by calculating center line projections of joints. Arcs are generated from
each outline vertex toward a bone centered point weighted according to distance and normal
deviation of the nearest and normal oriented bone points. A 2D cross section profile is created
by lofting a series of arcs lengthwise along the skeleton extending from the outline to the
bone according to the curvature of the outline. The resultant non-overlapping cross-sections
are then extruded into 3D. After extrusion, holes in the surface along the skeleton are filled
in using ear clipping polygon fill of Eberly (1998) [47]. Additional joints are added along
forks and inflection points in the skeleton and projected into 3D using the aforementioned
offset angle from center facing. Each vertex is skinned using the weighted contribution
of distance and dotted normal of the four nearest bones. The generated model is texture
mapped directly from the character colors on the input image.
Prasad, Zisserman & Fitzgibbon (2006) [48] construct smooth 3D surfaces from the outline contours of 2D objects used as constraints to minimize the thin-plate energy smoothness
objective function over the central finite difference approximations for the first and second
derivatives of the parametric surface representation. The parametric surface is discretized
into a grid of m x n matrices for each of the three axes of space. Images are segmented using
the class-based object recognition OBJCUT algorithm.
More recently, machine learning is being used for sketch-based modeling. When sketching
hair to produce 3D modeled hairstyles, Shen, Zhang, Fu, Zhou and Zheng (2019) [49] use
the laplacian operator in their loss function to constrain voxel-based 3D volume produced
from the S2ONet and O2VNet deep neural networks, and ỹi ground truth, as follows
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loss =

X

(∆(yi ) − ∆(ỹi ))2

(2.15)

X 1
(vj − vi )
Ni
j∈N

(2.16)

i

∆(yi ) =

i

Smirnov, Bessmeltsev and Solomon (2019) [50] use deep learning to create a 3D model
made of parametric surface Coons patches from a single sketch of man-made shapes. To deal
with minimal 3D training data, the data is augmented with random isometries obtained via
rotation, reflection and permutations of control points.
There are a number of sketch-based 3D modeling programs that use extrusion operations
to generate 3D models from hand drawn sketches. Rossa, Camozzato and Hocevar (2016) [51]
generates a maze of walls from its hand drawn counterpart by extruding the walls vertically.

2.2

3D Wound Reconstruction

Wilczkowiak, Boyer and Sturm (2001) [11] reproduce 3D models of wounds using photogrammetry on two wound images. Zenteno, et al. (2018) [52] find that generating 3D wounds
from structure from motion (SfM) is just as reliable for measuring the volume of cutaneous
leishmaniasis ulcers as traditional 3D scanning approaches. Villa, Flies and Jacobsen (2018)
[53] combine internal and external data from CT scanning and camera-based photogrammetry to create a 3D model of a wound and the surrounding anatomical regions. When
photogrammetry is used, such as in Orun, Goodyer and Smith (2018) [54], we can use nor-
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mal equations to track 3D surface points ∆xp with camera parameters ∆xs , where tp and ts
are right-hand sides of the normal equations, as follows






 

T
 Np Nps
 ∆xp  tp 


= 


  
Nps Ns
∆xs
ts

(2.17)

Wahabzada, et al. (2017) [55] manually built 3D models of wounds from collage matrix
cell cultures, and then used Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) for unsupervised evaluation of
wound healing over time. K-means clustering was employed by first projecting the images
to 1D and splitting along the point ci , where si are the projection points, that minimizes the
following

i
n
1X
1 X
ci =
(sj − u1 ) +
(sj − u2 )
i j=1
n − i j=i+1

2.3

(2.18)

3D Wound Visualization on Mobile Phones

Cheah, et al. (2018) [4] use the 3D Burn Resuscitation (3D Burn) mobile app to aid in
the measurement of surface burn area, known as total body surface area burned (TBSAB).
To do so, physicians digitally paint in 3D directly onto a 3D human model. The 3D Burn
mobile app shows improvements in burn area measurement accuracy over the Rule of Palm
method, Rule of Nines and the Lund and Browder chart. However, the process is slower
because end-users have to digitally paint in 3D on a small device, which is tedious, and the
3D human anatomy models are generic, and do not reflect patient anatomy precisely.
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A number of wound treatment applications have arisen that allow both physicians and
patients to take pictures of their wounds with a smart phone. Kumar, et al. (2019) [56]
compare multiple ways of generating 3D models from 3D point clouds obtained using Google
ARCore and from unspecified Structure from Motion (SfM) libraries, and found that Poisson surface mesh construction is the most optimal. Ballester, et al. (2017) [57] uses mobile
phones to capture two views of a human being, frontal and sagittal, and performs 3D reconstruction using a database of 3D human body models parameterized in shape and posture
using Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The accuracy of the reconstructions can then
be measured using mean absolute differences (MAD) between n source models, ms , and
reconstructed models, mr , pairs

1X i
|ms − mir |
n i

(2.19)

For testing, Ballester, et al. (2017) [57] use real 3D figurines, which can be augmented
by tacking multiple pictures, say r, of each figurine and measuring differences between all
r
2



pairs

r−1
r
1X 1 X X

|mis − mit |
r
n i 2 s=1 t=s+1
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(2.20)

2.4

Mobile Wound Assessment

Background
Mobile wound assessment has grown by leaps and bounds with the proliferation of smartphones. Their primary objective is to reduce costs by minimizing trips to the clinic and
streamlining diagnosis and treatment. Many studies validate the effectiveness of mobile
wound assessment [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Kulikov, Sandhu & Van Leuven (2019)
[66] performed a study showing that mobile wound care generally led to more timely wound
assessment, diagnosis and treatment. Lo, Chang, Sen, Chuang & Chen (2015) [67] showed
that one wound app shortened the average working time per patient by over twenty minutes.
Remote wound assessment is optimal when applied to specific scenarios such as those
that target a specific type of wound, or a particular setting or circumstance. Salome, Alves,
Alves, Dutra & Dutra (2019) [68] recommend wound cleaning procedures for different wound
types. Patients use the MyFootCare app to take pictures of their wound in between wound
dressings to allow clinicians to remotely track their healing progress [69]. Tolins, et al. (2019)
[70] built an application to follow up with patients who were admitted to the ER because of a
wound. Patients with LVAD heart implants have to be telemonitored to diagnose and prevent
infection at driveline exit sites [5]. Other mobile apps target assisted living communities [71].
The most difficult aspect of mobile wound assessment is taking quality wound photos.
For self-care, taking a clear photo of one’s own body is non trivial. Gunter, et al. (2016) [72]
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evaluated the mHealth mobile app and found that the most difficult task for postoperative
patients was to take pictures of their surgical wounds. Taking pictures of wounds is easier
when the mobile app’s targeted end users are nurses. One such app is Nurstrial R , which
gives nurses a handy way to monitor wound healing evolution [73]. In such cases, the wound
picture is centered under ambient light leaving nominal margins between the wound and
view finder window. Without ideal shooting conditions and clear visibility, automatic image
processing tools become more complex and error prone.

Measuring Wound Size
A key metric to diagnosing wound types and tracking wound healing is to make accurate
wound size measurement [74, 75]. It can be as simple as calculating the ratio of wound pixels
to non wound pixels [76]. When measurements are calculated automatically on a smartphone,
it saves additional trips to the clinic and minimizes invasive in-person wound measurement
[77, 78]. Au, Beland, Anderson, Sasseville & Wang (2019) [79] found automated measurement
done by the Swift App to be 57% faster than using the ruler method and paper charting. One
of the most popular mobile wound assessment apps, Wound Vision, specializes in automated
wound size measurement and mobile wound healing tracking [80]. Capturing 3D information
about the wound leads to more accurate segmentation results. For example, The iDr. app
uses structure from motion (SfM) to measure wound area and volume [81, 82], and Liu, Fan,
Guo, Mo, Chang & Xu (2019) [83] use photogrammetry to improve measurement accuracy.
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Local Peripherals
More complex systems attach peripheral devices such as sensors or leverage local area networking on the phone to aid in wound assessment. Jun, et al. (2019) [84] make threedimensional wound measurements with the 3DWMS system via an attached laser-assisted
sensor camera. Pei, et al. (2019) [85] use the phone’s bluetooth for in-situ and real-time
monitoring of wound bio-impedance. Lu, Yee, Meng, Harmon, Hinduja & Yi (2018) [86] use
an attached thermal imaging sensor to provide augmented wound modeling for improved
diagnosis. Kaile, Leiva, Mahadevan, Miguel, Vishwanathan & Godavarty (2019) [87] use
a near-infrared (NIR) imaging device to measure tissue oxygenation to determine wound
healing status.

Storage and Privacy
Medical records in the form of electronic medical records (EMR) and patient care management systems (PCMS) are protected under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) enacted in 1996. Mobile wound assessment patients reported a few
concerns regarding privacy and security, but overwhelmingly supported mobile wound assessment because of its low cost and convenience. Sikka, Carlin, Pines, Pirri, Strauss &
Rahimi (2012, May 2) [88] found during their trials of remote laceration ED determination
that most patients were comfortable taking pictures of their wounds and sending them to
physicians electronically. Santamaria & Kapp (2013) [89] argue for all electronic patient
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records to be stored centrally as a big data repository, which would save costs by coalescing
disparate software systems, but would also create a single point of failure for cyber attacks
and software failures.
Research corroborates that sharing data remotely doesn’t compromise physician performance.

Chanussot-Deprez & Contreras-Ruiz (2008) [90] found that sending chronic

wound images remotely allowed experts to provide rapid evaluation, diagnosis and treatment. Braun, et al. (2005) [91] use Cohen x statistics to measure high levels of agreement
between remote and face-to-face wound evaluations. Tsai, Pong, Liang, Lin & Hsieh (2004)
[92] in their study showed 80%, 76%, 66% and 74% agreement among physicians when remotely diagnosing gangreen, necrosis, erythema and cellulitis or infection cases respectively.
Wound images captured on smartphones are securely transferred over the Internet and
stored remotely for retrieval by an expert at a later date. Wallis, Fleming, Hasselberg,
Laflamme & Lundin (2016) [93] built an app that allows practitioners to send patient wound
images from a clinic to an off site burns expert. Dalya & Shedge (2016) [94] upload wound
images to a database where they are segmented, preliminarily diagnosed and expert reviewed.
CliniCam stores wound images as annotated Portable Document Format (PDF) documents
in the EHR [95]. As demonstrated by Ye, J., et al. (2016) [96], wound data may also
incorporate streaming video.
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Wound Knowledge-Based Apps
Knowledge based wound apps are mobile apps whose primary function is to assist with
and automate standard medical procedures and protocols. They do not perform advanced
image processing and instead rely on surveys, questionnaires, mobile messaging and other
methods for data. The smart mobile system created by Wang, Zhang, Huang, Tian, Hu,
Cheng & Peng (2018) [97] helps nurses manage their daily tasks and outlays procedures
for handling different types of wounds. Salomé & Ferreira (2018) [98] explain risks factors
associated with pressure injuries, highlight progression stages, provide preliminary evaluation
and recommend treatment. Gunter, et al. (2018) [99] built an app to combat surgical site
infection (SSI) among post-discharge surgical patients who share pictures of their wounds
and answer a daily survey detailing their recovery. The system of King (2014) [100] provides
wound monitoring and wound dressing advice to nurses and general practitioners.

Wound Imaging Based Apps
By far the most popular mobile wound assessment apps employ some form of capturing and
processing pictures of wounds taken with the camera phone. Going beyond simply taking
a picture of the wound, these apps process the wound image to help doctors and nurses
analyse and diagnose the wound. They may also provide knowledge-based surveys and
questionnaires to supplement image data [101]. Choosing a platform that can run on a mobile
device is of utmost importance. For example, Deserno, Kamath & Sirazitdinova (2018)
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[102] do wound image pixel classification in Java via random foresting with the intention of
porting it to Android’s Java implementation. Even advanced image compression techniques
are being applied to wound images such as Chakraborty (2019) [2] who uses the lossy set
partitioning in hierarchical tree (SPIHT) compression technique to improve on transmission
and segmentation of wounds.
Patterns in wound images can be exploited by computer algorithms to garner insight into
wound type, size and composition. Typically this involves a segmentation step to delineate
wound borders followed by a classification step to provide a diagnosis. OpenCV for computer
vision applications is one open source library that can be used to process wound images, and
is used for image segmentation by Pires & Garcia [103] and Wu, Guler, Cheng & Kim (2014)
[104]. Schnalzer & Alcalde (2019) [105] use the iOS neural network API for skin lesion
boundary detection. Goyal, Reeves, Rajbhandari & Yap (2019) [106] use MobileNet and the
Inception-V2 CNN on Android to localize diabetic foot ulcers. On Windows phones, Huang,
Jhan, Da, Lin & Liu (2018) [107] use the Python programming language for white balancing,
anti-glare, Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) and segmentation of
wound images.
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3. Machine Learning Wound Assessment
Machine learning has become the most popular approach for performing image processing on
mobile devices. The basis for this shift has been the increased availability of large repositories
of wound image databases. Lüneburg, et al. (2019) [5] trained U-net on 185 images manually
annotated by physicians from the Hannover Medical School, and trained 745 images for
infection classification. Jiao, Su, Xie and Ye (2019) [3] manually labeled 1150 burn wound
images from Wuhan Hospital No. 3 using the Common Objects in Context (COCO) format.
A large dataset of melanoma wound images are available through the annual International
Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) challenge.

3.1

Unsupervised Wound Image Segmentation

There a number of effective unsupervised wound segmentation algorithms that are suitable
for segmenting in resource constrained environments. On the simpler end are are purely colorbased segmentation algorithms that carve out colors known to be associated with wounds
[108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115]. Increasingly accurate unsupervised wound seg-
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mentation strategies come at the cost of increased computational complexity. Many wound
segmentation solutions are multi dimensional and combine multiple different strategies together in an effort to offset the shortcomings of when each is used individually.

Mean-Shift
Wound segmentation via mean-shift [116, 117, 118, 119] is a convenient technique for wound
segmentation. Mean-shift works by categorizing each pixel in the image as belonging to a
specific cluster. At first, a distribution is assumed on the pixels, and a window shape and
size is chosen. In its simplest form, the Gaussian distribution is assumed and a circle window
is utilized. At each iteration, the mean is calculated for all pixels within the window, and
the entire window is moved to the new mean via what is called the mean-shift vector. This
process continues until convergence, and is repeated per pixel to determine which cluster
each pixel belongs to.

DBSCAN
DBSCAN is a density based clustering technique useful for wound segmentation because it
can segment non spherical regions such as might arise when categorizing necrotic, slough
and epithelial wound tissue [120]. Disparate wound tissues are interleaved with each other
and have organic shapes. DBSCAN takes two parameters to specify pixel count and window
width. It then categorizes each pixel as a core, border or outlier which is used to assign
or not assign the pixel to a cluster. In addition to being able to create arbitrarily shaped
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clusters, DBSCAN is robust to outliers and doesn’t require a predetermined cluster count.

K-Means
k-means clustering is another common algorithm to segment wounds from images in an
unsupervised manner [121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. Its attractiveness lies in its conceptual
simplicity. Given a value for k, which is the number of clusters, k arbitrary pixels are chosen
and assigned to different clusters. The remaining pixels are assigned to a cluster based on
their proximity to the cluster representative. The mean of each cluster is calculated and
the process repeats using this new mean. At convergence, the variance of each cluster is
examined to determine if the entire process should restart with a new set of k points.

Fuzzy C-Means
An alternative to hard segmentation schemes that assign pixels to one cluster or another,
soft segmentation algorithms include a weighted value of association that a pixel has for
each cluster [127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. In the context of wound segmentation,
thresholding can be applied to determine which pixels are part of the wound and which are
not. The benefit of fuzzy approaches is that thresholds can be applied post segmentation,
meaning that it can be modified until suitable results are achieved without resegmenting.
Fuzzy c-means performs soft segmentation by iteratively updating the weights for each pixel.
The algorithm proceeds similarly to k-means. Pixels are initialized with random weights and
k randomly positioned clusters. At each step, each cluster center cj is recalculated from N
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pixels as follows

PN
cj =

m
i=1 wij xi
PN
m
i=1 wij

(3.1)

Gaussian Mixture
It is also possible to apply probabilistic systems modeling to unsupervised wound image
segmentation [135, 126, 136, 137]. Specifically, we assume that the image can be mapped
to a given number of Gaussian distributions each centered on some image pixel. For pixel
vector x of size N and Gaussian parameters vector θ, we want to maximize P (x|θ). This
is called parametric density estimation for which can use maximum a posteriori (MAP)
Bayesian estimation or max likelihood estimation (MLE). MAP is more a general approach
that would be applied if we didn’t know the probability distributions. In our case we assume
Gaussian distributions, for which MLE is sufficient, i.e. L(θ|x). To optimize the distribution
parameters θM LE we have

θM LE = argmaxθ p(x|θ)

(3.2)

We use Gaussian mixture, and substitute the probability distribution with a summation
over k weighted bivariate normal distributions as

θM LE = argmaxθ

k
X
i=1
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wi N2 (µi , Σi )

(3.3)

It is difficult to find a closed form solution to this equation, so the expectation–maximization
(EM) algorithm is used to do so iteratively.

Other Approaches
Among other approaches, segmentation techniques that exploit hierarchy in the wound image
have been evaluated. These include the Color Structure Code (CSC) algorithm [118, 138,
118, 119], and graph-based approaches such as spectral clustering [139, 140] and graph
cuts [141, 142]. Edge detection algorithms have shown promise segmenting wounds such as
energy minimizing deformable splines [143, 144], Canny edge detection [145, 146, 147, 148]
and toroidal decomposition [149]. To apply feature decomposition and feature extraction
strategies, the wavelength and watershed transform techniques have been used [150].

3.2

Data-Driven Wound Image Segmentation

Performance Metrics for Wound Image Segmentation
If A and B are the areas of the ground truth and learned segmentation respectively, then
the dice coefficient is defined as follows:

dice coef f icient = 2 ∗
The Jaccard index is similarly defined as follows:
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A∩B
A+B

(3.4)

Jaccard index =

A∩B
A∪B

(3.5)

Neural Network Basics
The neural networks used for segmentation and classification of wounds employ basic ideas
of neural networks. A neural network takes inputs into neurons which are forwarded through
a network of neurons to compute some desired output. Each neuron has an associated weight
that multiplies its input. Since we are dealing with images, the first task involves convolving
the image with a kernel to identify high level features and to reduce the input size into the
neural network. The activation function is the function that the neuron applies on its input,
the most popular of which is the sigmoid

S(x) =

1
1 + −x

(3.6)

To train the neural network, a loss function is applied to the output and then minimized
using gradient descent. For e.g., for network output vector ŷ and actual output y, a common
function to minimize is the mean squared error (MSE)

E[(y − ŷ)] =

1 X
(y − ŷ)2
N i

(3.7)

Another common loss function is the so-called cross-entropy function. Entropy measures
the minimum average number of bits required to encode the output. If we have a discrete
distribution p(x), then the entropy is
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H(x) =

X

p(x)(−log(p(x)))

(3.8)

x

That is, −log(p(x)) is the number of bits and p(x) is the probability of obtaining x. The
lower the average number bits, then the lower our uncertainty about the output. In the case
that a neural networks classifies output classes as probabilities, then we can use entropy in
what is known as cross-entropy.

H(y, ŷ) =

X

yi (−log(ŷi ))

(3.9)

i

Cross-entropy is the average number of bits required to encode the output ŷ, given that
the actual output is y, and H(y, ŷ) >= H(y)
Whichever loss function we choose, call it L, we want to minimize it by taking its derivative and performing gradient descent on each weight, wi , in the neural network

wi0 = wi + α
Fortunately,

∂L
∂wi

∂L
∂wi

(3.10)

can be calculated recursively using each neuron reachable from wi . Each

reachable neuron, nj , contributes wj dA
to the partial derivative, where A(x) is any neuron
dx
activation function. At the end of the last neuron, we tack on the derivative of the loss
function in terms of its output y 0 ,

dL
.
dy 0

The final result is a recursive tree of calculations

which is easiest expressed in pseudocode

function traverseNeurons(n_k)
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if leaf_neuron(n_k)
return dL/dy’
else
return w_k * dA/dx

P

j traverseN eurons(n j)

where nj are all the neurons that the output of neuron ni connects to. The recursion
works for all expect the input neuron. The input neuron, ni , contributes i dA
, i.e. replace wi
dx
with the neuron’s input value.

dA X
∂L
=i (
traverseN eurons(nj ))
∂wi
dx j

(3.11)

In the case of the sigmoid activation function S(x), the derivative is defined elegantly in
terms of its output y as y(1 − y). This gives us

X
∂L
= iyi (1 − yi )(
traverseN eurons(nj ))
∂wi
j

(3.12)

Neural Network Frameworks for Wound Segmentation
Lüneburg, et al. (2019) [5] use U-net for driveline tube segmentation and VGG-16 for infection classification, pre-trained on ImageNet and augmented with wound images subjected to
various affine transformations. Jiao, et al. achieved a dice coefficient of 95% for segmentation and 67% success rate for 3-level infection classification. [3] use the Mask Regions with
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Convolutional Neural Network (Mask R-CNN) and ResNet for burn wound segmentation,
and achieve 85% dice score segmenting 150 test burn images.
Baghersalimi, et al. (2019) [151] incorporate the computational efficiency and speed of
DenseNet’s dense blocks and add skip links that pass information to a decoder for higher
wound segmentation accuracy. The so called DermoNet achieved 82.5% and 89.4% for the
Jaccard and Dice coefficients respectively on the ISBI 2016 skin lesion challenge data set.
Tschandl, Sinz & Kittler (2019) [152] segment skin lesions with LinkNet152, which is build
on top of ResNet152 and conditional random fields (CRF) to improve the segmentation
results.
Zahia, Sierra-Sosa, Garcia-Zapirain & Elmaghraby (2018) [153] use CNN to segment
pressure ulcers and track wound healing by classification into necrotic, granulation and
slough. Images 5x5 pixels is size are passed into the CNN for each healing stage to training the
network on each healing stage color, which are dark grey (necrotic), light gray (granulation)
and white (slough) after being converted to grayscale.
Elmogy, Garcia-Zapirain, Burns, Elmaghraby & Ei-Baz (2018) [154] use 3D CNN to
segment pressure ulcers into one of necrotic, granulation and slough regions. This is achieved
by passing five different versions of the same wound image into the neural network. The
RGB, HSV, gaussian blurred and first-order edge detection filter on the current image, plus
a first-order filtered version of the previously captured image of the wound
Vesal, Ravikumar & Maier (2018) [155] extend U-Net for skin lesion segmentation. Their
so called SkinNet incorporates both local and global knowledge of the wound by putting a
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dilation convolution layer between U-Net’s encoder and decoder layers.
Sarker, et al. (2018) [156] combine a dilated residual network (DRN) with a pyramid
pooling network (PPN) for improved skin lesion segmentation. Alom, et al. (2018) [157]
achieve improved performance for segmenting cancerous skin lesions by extending U-net with
a recurrent residual convolutional neural network.
Qi, Le, Li and Zhou (2017) [158] use a fully connected neural network (FCNN) to segment
skin lesions using the 2750 melanoma images from the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging 2017 challenge. Chakraborty (2019) [2] uses the chrominance color channel Dr
to measure wound contrast with the image background. For N wound pixels Iw (x, y) and
M background pixels Ib (x, y), we can calculate contrast as follows

contrast = |

3.3

1 X
1 X
Iw (x, y) −
Ib (x, y)|
N
M

(3.13)

Data-Driven Wound Image Classification

Performance Metrics for Wound Image Classification
The Confusion matrix is the basis for determining the accuracy of a classification scheme. In
its simplest form for binary classification, the Confustion matrix has two columns and two
rows with one cell for each of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and
false negative (FN).
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Actual

Predicted
Yes

No

Yes

TP

FN

No

FP

TN

Table 3.1: Confusion Matrix
The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is a graph that relates the false positive
rate (FPR) to the true positive rate (TPR) for varying threshold values.

FPR =

FP
FP + TN

(3.14)

TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(3.15)

In general, optimal thresholds are those toward the upper left of the ROC curve. To get
an idea of how different learning algorithms compare for a single classification task, we can
compare the area under the curve (AUC) of their respective ROC curves. Higher AUC’s
indicate a better performing classifier. An AUC of 1 indicates 100% accuracy, while 0 means
it is always wrong.
The F1 score is based off of precision and recall which are defined as follows

P recision =

Recall =

TP
TP + FP

TP
TP + FN
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(3.16)

(3.17)

The F1 score is then obtained via

F1 = 2 ·

precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(3.18)

Neural Networks for Image Classification
As we have seen in the previous section, many applications perform both segmentation and
classification of wounds. Segmentation is generally the preliminary step for obtaining a good
image to classify. There are many CNN-based binary wound classification schemes. Binary
wound classification can be effective even in settings where there is a dearth of training
images available. In other cases, researches have found ways to augment the dataset of
images by performing affine image transformations.
Among data-driven binary wound classifiers is DFUNet from Goyal, Reeves, Davison,
Rajbhandari, Spragg & Yap (2018) [159], which is used to classify diabetic foot ulcers as
normal or abnormal. They achieve 92.5% accuracy and 0.961 AUC. Yadav, Sharma, Singh
& Goyal (2019) [160] classify burn wounds into one of two classes, those needing graft and
those not needing graft. A skin graft is when skin is taken from elsewhere on the body to
cover the damaged region. Nilsson & Velic (2018) [161] classify wounds as venous or nonvenous. They augment 300 manually annotated images and incorporate previously trained
data on the VGG-19 network. Abubakar & Ugail (2019) [162] classify wound images into a
burn or ulcer. They extract image features with the VGG-face, ResNet101, and ResNet152
networks and then use an SVM classifier to achieve 99.9% accuracy. The DFU QUTNet
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NN of Alzubaidi, Fadhel, Oleiwi, Al-Shamma & Zhang (2019) [163] classifies a wound as
a diabetic foot ulcer or normal skin. They report an F1 score of 94.5%. Goyal, Reeves,
Rajbhandari, Ahmad, Wang & Yap (2020) predict infection or ischaemia in diabetic foot
ulcers. They reported 90% accuracy for ischaemia and 73% accuracy for infection detection.
González-Dı́az (2019) [164] built a CNN with novel blocks to categorize eight dermatological features of skin lesions, and to identify rings and symmetrical properties to aid in skin
lesion diagnosis. Zahia, Sierra-Sosa, Garcia-Zapirain and Elmaghraby (2018) [153] classify
pixels into granulation, slough or necrotic by first removing flash lights. This is accomplished
by converting the image into grayscale and classifying each pixel into into one of two categories, flash or no flash. To obtain a flash thresshold, a split is created around a histogram
of the gray scale values that maximises t with selectively chosen weights w0 (t) and w1 (t),
and global average µ as such

N
−1
t−1
X
X
ipi
ipi
2
− µ) + w1 (t)(
− µ)2
w0 (t)(
w
(t)
w
(t)
0
1
i=t
i=0

(3.19)

Elmogy, Garcia-Zapirain, Burns, Elmaghraby and Ei-Baz (2018) [154] combine pressure
ulcers into healing stages over time, and create 3D lattices of wound images for classification
into granulation, slough and necrotic. In a preprocessing stage, 7 × 7 × 3 blocks of the lattice
are convolved with a smoothing 3D Gaussian Kernel

√

1
2πσ 2

1

− 2σ2 |r−rc |
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2

(3.20)

Recall, that for 2D images, we sample the Gaussian smoothing kernel function across a
3x3 image mask

1
16

1

2

1

2

4

2

1

2

1

(3.21)

Since we don’t have a sampled version of the 7x7x3 3D Gaussian kernel offhand, we first
rewrite the 3D Gaussian into its 3 variables explicitly.

1
2
2
2
1
√
− 2σ2 (x +y +z )
2πσ 2

(3.22)

And then integrate over each 3D voxel (xi , yi , zi ) to obtain the corresponding sampled
value at that voxel, keeping in mind to normalize the lattice to fit within three standard
deviations of the kernel center, since beyond that the function is practically zero.

Z

xi+1

xi

Z

yi+1

yi

Z

zi+1

zi

1
2
2
2
1
√
− 2σ2 (x +y +z ) dx dy dz
2πσ 2

(3.23)

The definite integral for each voxel then becomes the sampled value that we use to
discretize the Gaussian kernel and apply it to the 3D image lattice. Burdick, Marques,
Weinthal & Furht (2018) [165] obtain better classification results by including information
about normal skin surrounding skin lesions.
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4. 3D Wound Modeling

4.1

3D Human Anatomy

3D Human Anatomy Labeling Systems
Human surface anatomy labeling plays an important role in helping physicians, students and
medical personnel discuss and exchange medical data that involves human surface anatomy.
Conditions that affect the skin such as chronic rashes, lesions, cancers, abrasions, burns,
etc. are treated differently based on their diagnosis, region and severity. As of today, The
Anatomy Mapper Web application and the NYU Human Surface Anatomy Labeling systems
are two popular labeling systems used by U.S. hospitals. We have extended these surface
anatomy labeling systems to 3D by segmenting anatomical regions on a human 3D model.
3D visualization of human surface anatomy brings an ease-of-use and precision that has
been heretofore difficult to achieve when using just images alone. We have demonstrated its
usefulness by creating an interactive mobile Web platform for 3D human surface anatomy
visualization and labeling.
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Advances in 3D modeling is bringing about an increase in the number of clinics, universities and researchers using 3D models to visualize human anatomy. Human 3D models of
both internal and external anatomy are being created from large databases of CT and MR
scans. These models are segmented into regions, and then labeled appropriately. The resultant 3D models are used in interactive 3D visualization applications that run on desktop,
mobile and/or Web platforms.
We have created a 3D human surface anatomy labeling system based on a digitally
sculpted 3D human model. We have based our labeling system on the NYU and Anatomy
Mapper 2D labeling systems currently in use in many clinics. Both systems assist with
recording, diagnosing and treating various types of skin conditions. Our 3D labeling system
provides clinicians with all of the advantages of the original 2D labeling system plus the
ability to visualize and interact entirely in 3D. This includes the ability to highlight regions,
see label names and fully pan, rotate and scale the human model.
We have built an interactive mobile Web app to showcase the labeling system. The system
relies on WebGL for 3D rendering and uses texture mapping to digitally paint anatomical
surface regions. Modern HTML5 canvas tools enable the texture map image to be processed
in real time for interactive use such as region highlighting and land marking. Texture mapping also makes it easy to modify anatomical regions when necessary via digital painting,
therefore precluding the need to modify the 3D human model itself.
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Organs
VOXEL-MAN is an ambitious effort to label 3d models of internal organs [166]. It includes
interactive labeling and supports cross-sectional, regional and systematic anatomy. It’s quality is buttressed by high quality CT cadaver data from the VH dataset. Sandor & Leahy
(1997) [167] label a 3D model of the heart reconstructed from MR images. The Navy’s
Anatomy Study Guide App has interactive 3D modeling and labeling of the human brain
[168]. The Anatomy Learning mobile Web app has fully segmented and interactive labeling
of the human digestive system. [169]. The BioDigital Human - 3D Anatomy mobile app
simulates surgical incisions on internal organs with regional segmentation and color coding
[170]. In some cases, the anatomy is segmented and not labeled. For example, Chen &
Bagci (2011) [171] automatically segment 3D models of the abdomen and foot via object
recognition and graph cutting.

Skeletal
Witmer, Ridgely, Dufeau, & Semones (2008) [172] allow for 3D visualization and labeling
of the human skull, hand, foot, legs and pelvis. These are available as 3D PDF’s and
as animated videos. CGTrader has a full 3D human skeleton model with labeled bones
[173]. The Anatomy Learning mobile Web platform has a fully segmented and interactive
labeling of the human skull [169]. The Skeletal Anatomy Android app labels 140 bones on an
interactive 3D human skeleton model [174]. The Navy’s Anatomy Study Guide App has an
interactive 3D model and labeling of the human skeleton [168]. BoneLab is an OpenGL-based
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3D skeletal visualization desktop application with color coded regions and labels accessible
from a file navigation-like panel. Both English and Latin names are supported [175].

Cardiovascular
Dicken, Krass, Peitgen, Kuhnigk, Hahn & Hindennach (2003) [176] segment 3d lung models
into regions called lobes and label them, and the internal blood vessels are segmented. After
segmentation, one could use the automated lung bronchial tree labeling algorithm presented
by Dicken, Krass, Peitgen, Kuhnigk, Hahn & Hindennach (2003) [176] or by Chalopin, Finet
& Magnin (2001) [177]. The Navy’s Anatomy Study Guide App provides interactive 3D
modeling and labeling of the heart and vascular system [168]. Anatomy Learning has a fully
segmented and interactive labeling system of the heart and shows blood vessels. [169].

Muscular
The Muscle System Pro is an interactive mobile app for 3D visualization of the muscular
system [178]. Muscular regions are labeled and searched by name using auto completion.
The Navy’s Anatomy Study Guide App has interactive 3D modeling and labeling of the
muscular system [168]. Muscular Teacher is an OpenGL-based 3D muscular visualization
desktop application with color coded regions and labels accessible from a separate panel
[175].
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Full Body
The Complete Anatomy Platform 2020 [179] includes 7100 anatomical regions, twelve body
systems and seven layers of tissues. It also includes physical muscle simulation, nerve and
blood tracing and landmark mapping. The 3D Bones and Organs mobile app has 145 3D
fully segmented muscles [180]. The muscles can be peeled back to reveal the human skeletal
model with labels. Internal organs become visible when bones are peeled off interactively in
3D. The Essential Anatomy 3 mobile Web platform shows highly detailed and labeled views
of the muscular system [181]. It shows veins and arteries, and allows layer peeling to view
the skeletal system and internal organs, along with a highly detailed 3D visualization of the
nervous and digestive systems, and connective tissue.

Human Surface Anatomy Labeling Systems
Palmer, Sachdeva, Lambert & Dermatologic (2010) [182] created a 2D Anatomy Mapper
labeling system accessible over the Web. Prior to that, Alfred Kopf, MD of the NYU
Melanoma Clinical Cooperative Group created the NYU Labeling System in the 1970’s. To
the best of our knowledge, no 3D human anatomy labeling system is available. We have
digitally painted two 3D human models. The first is painted with the 2D regions from the
Anatomy Mapper labeling system and the second is painted with 2d regions from the NYU
labeling system.
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NYU Labeling System
Alfred Kopf, MD of the NYU Melanoma Clinical Cooperative Group created the NYU
Labeling System in the 1970’s, as seen in figure 4.1. The labeling system allows clinicians
to track lesion changes over time in a standardized way. It includes a numbering system
for each anatomical region, all of which is hand drawn. There is also a Web interface that
allows users to hover over a specific region to obtain its medical terminology. NYU labeling
remains in use at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, Cleveland Clinic and Mayo
Clinic.

Figure 4.1: NYU Anatomy Labeling System
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We have digitally painted a 3D human model with 2D regions obtained from the NYU
labeling system, as shown shown in figure 4.2. We have included the complete NYU anatomical regions for the body, and modified regions for the head, hands and feet. We label our
models according to initial discussions with Dr. Jeffrey Niezgoda of the AZH Wound Care
and Hyperbaric Oxygen Center. Some differences between our model and that of NYU is
that we only color code the fingers as a whole, rather than both the front and back of the
fingers, similarly for the toes. For the head, we simplify the segmentation of the eyes, nose,
chin, ears, cheeks, half spheres of the skull and forehead.

Anatomy Mapper Labeling System
Palmer, Sachdeva, Lambert & Dermatologic (2010) [182] created a 2D Anatomy Mapper
labeling system accessible over the Web. The goal of the project is to provide consistent,
detailed anatomy labeling to reduce the ambiguity that arises from the myriad of procedures,
surgeries, biopsies and wound types for patients. For example, a single patient may have
multiple wounds in the same area, along with scars from previous surgeries and biopsies
that must be properly distinguished. The Web interface shows anatomical labels on hoverover which can be easily copied, for example, into an Electronic Medical Record. We have
digitally painted a 3D human model with the 2D regions obtained from the Anatomy Mapper
labeling system. The current Anatomy Mapper-based 3D model is shown in figures 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5.
The online Web-based Anatomy Mapper application by default doesn’t show the different
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Figure 4.2: 3D NYU Labeling System
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Figure 4.3: 3D Human Anatomy Model Front & Back

Figure 4.4: 3D Human Anatomy Model Sides
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Figure 4.5: 3D Human Anatomy Model Top & Bottom

surface regions because the application first requires users to mouse over a region of the 2D
image. This makes it challenging to get an overall view of the labels and tedious to transfer
to a 3D model. To fix this, we loaded the Anatomy Mapper app into a browser and used
the Web Inspector to use the page’s area maps as templates to create filled polygons with
SVG for each anatomical region as show in figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.

3D Human Anatomy Labeling
We used Photoshop CC 3D tools to digitally paint our 3D model. We used the 3D menu
option ”Generate UVs” to generate a texture map and were able to paint directly onto the
3D model such that the texture map was updated automatically. Ideally, we need only use
4 colors to paint the anatomical regions by the 4-color theorem, but in practice we required
more than 2× that.
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Figure 4.6: Anatomy Mapper Full Body
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Figure 4.7: Anatomy Mapper Face
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Figure 4.8: Anatomy Mapper Feet and Ears
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Figure 4.9: Anatomy Mapper Hands

The initial 3D human model was obtained for free from TurboSquid 3D stock models
Website. We then imported the 3D model into Blender for post processing. In the default
model, the human model is standing upright with arms down by the side. This is problematic,
since the end goal is for users to be able to pick different regions, including the hands, arms
and inner thighs. So we applied a human meta rig in Blender to deform the arms and legs
by raising the arms into a wingspan and spreading the legs. The difference can be seen in
figure 4.10.
After applying the meta rig in Blender and before digitally painting the NYU-based 3D
model labeling system, we further cleaned up the mesh topology. Specifically, we found
excessive bulging and creasing around the shoulders where the rig deformed the mesh into
a wingspan. This made for a slightly inordinate male superhero style surface anatomy and
generated unwanted topology below the skin surface. Also, spreading the legs caused the
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Figure 4.10: 3D Human Anatomy Models

crotch to bulge out. In both cases, we manually changed the topology of the mesh using
Blender’s modeling tools for extrusion, deletion, moving, etc. We also discovered a mesh
lattice for the eye balls and inner mouth, which we removed since they were not visible on
the anatomy surface. The final 3D human anatomy mesh topology is shown in figure 4.11.

3D Surface Labeling
To the best of our knowledge, no 3D human surface anatomy labeling system is available.
The Human Body Educational VR 3D mobile app includes a complete 3D skin model of a
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Figure 4.11: Final 3D Human Anatomy Model
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male with high level labels, but no detailed anatomical segmentation [183]. We note that
skin surface labeling is distinct from skin anatomy labeling itself. For example, TurboSquid
has a 3D model of the tissue layers beneath the skin such as the epidermis, glands, hair
follicles, vessels, membranes, etc. [184]. Scientist Cindy has a rotating 3D model of the
integumentary system showing the three major skin layers, the epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. Furthermore, human surface labeling may also include non-skin tissues such as
finger nails, eye and inner mouth.
Previous work uses automated and semi-automatic techniques to segment 3D anatomy
into regions [185, 186, 187]. Kalogerakis, Hertzmann & Singh (2010) use conditional random
field (CRF) learning and feature extraction to automatically segmented and label the fingers
of the hand and limbs of humanoid bodies [188]. Skin surface anatomy is more complex
in that there are less obvious region boundaries. For example, Anatomy mapper has 1, 437
separate anatomical regions on the human surface, including detailed segmentation and
labeling of eyes, ears, fingers, toes, lips, nose and crotch. NYU has 186 anatomical regions
which includes detailed labeling of the inside of the mouth. What we have done is manually
segment each anatomical region in 3D using digital painting in order to obtain fine level of
detail.
Mapping 2D anatomical regions to 3D regions presents its own set of challenges. This
is particularly apparent when migrating the Anatomy Mapper to 3D. A close inspection of
Anatomy Mapper’s regions shows four views of the human body from the front, back, left
and right. Ideally, 3D regions should connect seamlessly over 360 degrees of the 3D model.
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However, this is not straightforward to do using the templates where the body proportions
are slightly different in each view. Therefore, it’s much easier to convert the NYU labeling
system to 3D since it only shows two views from the front and back and often has intuitive
connecting boundaries, particularly around the legs and arms. In cases where the front
regions don’t align cleanly with those in the back, we can follow the natural curvature of the
3D human model so that regions look interconnected over 360 degrees of rotation.

Region Highlighting
Ali, Hartmann & Strothotte (2005) [189] discuss a variety of possible label layout options
in 3D. These include color-coding, internal labeling and external labeling, where internal
labels appear within the region and external labels are connected by line segments to their
respective regions. For example, Götzelmann, Ali, Hartmann & Strothotte (2005) [190] label
40 regions of a 3D heart model using a combination of color coding, and internal and external
labeling. We take the approach of highlighting regions on click on desktop, and on touch
on mobile devices. This is the same strategy that Anatomy Mapper employs. However,
Anatomy Mapper does not provide any color differentiation for regions, nor does it include
mobile touch capability. I believe that combining region coloring with highlighting makes
learning, visualizing and interacting with 3D surface anatomy more intuitive.
Figure 4.12 shows an example of our region highlighting. The region is surrounded with
a white glowing border and the label name is displayed in the upper left. In 2D, for example
with the online Anatomy Mapper, HTML polygon-shaped area maps are used to demarcate
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surface regions. In 3D, the situation is a bit more complicated. The 3D model is defined
by triangle faces and the regions are textured mapped onto the model, making it difficult
to build polygon shaped regions in 3D space. However, the texture map image itself is 2D.
We have used this fact to manually create paths from the texture map along the region
boundaries for each region. Note, we do not rely on enclosed shapes because the texture
map may spread polygon faces for the same region across different parts of the image. Once
we have generated paths for each region, we can simply use standard HTML5 canvas path
drawing tools to modify the texture directly and reload it onto the mesh.
In order to highlight the correct region, the system must be able to distinguish the region
touched or clicked. As already noted, we do not keep track of an enclosed shape for each
region, which is difficult to achieve. However, we have two bits of information to go on. We
have the surface color and the 3D coordinates on the model surface of the click. We use
the online tool, Color Brewer, to create a 12-class qualitative map coloring scheme for our
region coloring. To identify a region, and its associated ID and label name, we look at the
color and a 3D bounding box for each region to verify which label is clicked. This works as
long as the scheme’s colors are adequately distributed across the model’s surface.

Human Model Procurement
We used Photoshop CC 3D tools to digitally paint our 3D model. We used the 3D menu
option ”Generate UVs” to generate a texture map and we were able to paint directly onto
our 3D model and see the updated texture map in real time. Ideally, we would need to use
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Figure 4.12: 3D Region Highlighting of Upper Chest
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only 4 colors to paint the anatomical regions by the 4-color theorem, but we instead use a
color scheme created specifically for maps using the online Color Brewer tool.
The default human model that we obtained from TurboSquid is a low resolution polygon
model, meaning that individual polygons are noticeable on the rendered mesh. Texture
mapping is applied to ameliorate this short coming, but we still felt the need to bump up
the resolution to achieve a smoother look. We increased the polygon resolution minimally
enough so as not to cause a noticeable slow down in rendering speed or geometric processing.
Major techniques for mesh smoothing are loop subdivision, butterfly subdivision, Doo-Sabin
and Catmull-Clark.
Loop subdivision is a mask-based approximation scheme for triangular meshes with C 2
continuity. Each edge is split via eighths, where v1 and v2 are the ends of the edge, and v3
and v4 are vertices opposite the edge, as follows1

3
1
1
3
v = v1 + v2 + v3 + v4
8
8
8
8

(4.1)

Each original vertex, v0 , is then moved to a new location by averaging over the six
surrounding edge mid points, v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 , using the rule of sixteenths as follows

v=

X 1
10
v0 +
vi
16
16
i

(4.2)

Like loop subdivision, butterfly subdivision is for triangular meshes, except that the
existing vertices are interpolated rather than approximated. Butterfly subdivision got its
1

we have ignored boundary conditions
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name because edges are split by averaging over existing vertices in a neighborhood that
resembles a butterfly shape. Specifically, if v1 and v2 are the ends of the edge, and v3 and
v4 are vertices opposite the edge, and b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 are the butterfly points, then, ignoring
boundary cases, new vertices are split along the edges according to the following

X −1
1
1
1
1
bi
v = v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 +
2
2
8
8
16
i

(4.3)

Doo-Sabin subdivision is a C 1 approximation scheme that is the surfaces counterpart to
Chaiken’s curve subdivision algorithm. Chaiken adds two new points on each curve edge,
and then cuts out the original points when forming the new curve, a process known as corner
cutting. The two points, q1 and q2 are locally computed from the edge’s end points p1 and
p2 as

3
q1 = v1 +
4
1
q2 = v1 +
4

1
v2
4
3
v2
4

(4.4)

The end result of a Doo-Sabin execution is a smoothed mesh of arbitrary topology that
approaches at its limit a bi-quadratic uniform B-spline. In general, the final shape produced is
unpredictable and depends on the original mesh’s topology. Like Chaiken’s curve subdivision,
Doo-Sabin cuts out the vertices of the original mesh via corner cutting by adding more faces
while keeping the number of the vertices largely unchanged. To achieve this, firstly, the
vertices of each face, fi , are averaged to produce vertex Fi , second, each edge, ej , is split at
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its midpoint, Ej , by averaging the end points, and finally each new vertex, vk , is computed
from the original vertex, Vk as follows

vk =

Vk + Ej + Ej−1 + Fi
4

(4.5)

Catmull-Clark is Pixar’s famous subdivision scheme, and is used within Blender’s subdivision modifier. Like Doo-Sabin, Catmull-Clark is an approximation scheme, but produces a
quadrilateral mesh of C 2 continuity that is non shape-preserving as it approaches a bi-cubic
uniform B-spline at its limit. It accomplishes this by increasing both the number of vertices
and faces at each subdivision step. One vertex is added to the center of each face like so

n

1X
vi
f=
n i=1

(4.6)

One vertex is added between edge end points, v1, v2, and adjacent face points, f 1, f 2, as
so

e=

v1 + v2 + f1 + f2
4

(4.7)

And finally, each original vertex, P , is moved by performing weighted averaging between
itself, the average of edge midpoints, M , and the average of face points, F , that are in its
neighborhood as follows

v=

F + 2M + (n − 3)P
n
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(4.8)

4.2

3D Wound Texture Mapping

There are a myriad of single view wound images available on the Web and in clinics around
the world. In many cases, physicians are viewing images of wounds with little to no context.
One critical piece of information is the physical anatomical location of the wound. Wound
images may be projectively texture mapped onto a 3D human anatomy model to obtain a
3D visualization of the wound.

Texture Mapping Methodology
Texture mapping is an established method for adding details to low polygon meshes, and
it is also useful for demarcating anatomical structures [191, 192, 193]. We leverage this
convenience in order to add anatomical regions by digitally painting a texture map. This is
in contrast to many of the other solutions listed in this paper that manually divide the mesh
into sub-components and then assign colors to each component. Using texture mapping for
region coloring allows us to achieve high precision labeling for very small regions of the skin
surface. For example, we are able to label minute details of the eye via painting rather than
by tediously sculpting mesh topology.
We are also able to easily change the anatomical regions to add new, to remove or to
modify existing regions. This is important for incorporating updated feedback from clinical
surface anatomy experts. The caveat to the added flexibility of texture mapping is that it
makes it more difficult to highlight regions interactively. To do so requires low level image
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processing via pixel manipulation in order to highlight specific regions.
In order to interactively update the texture map image, we must process the texture
image in real time. In olden times, this would require an image processing library. However,
HTML5 canvas provides simple tools to enable image editing directly within the browser.
We have used two methods with which to edit texture images interactively. Both methods
start with loading the texture image into an HTML canvas element. To modify pixels
directly, we save the canvas as image data, modify the data’s pixels and then put the image
data back into the canvas. If we do not need to modify pixels individually, then a second
method is to draw with the drawing tools provided by the canvas. Specifically, we have used
arcs and strokes to draw dots and region highlights onto our texture. Lastly, we have to
give the updated texture map image to ThreeJS. This is accomplished by using the canvas’
toDataU RL function, which returns a data URL from the canvas that can be passed around
and assigned within HTML.

Wound Image Alignment
In order to use projective texture mapping to project a wound image onto our 3D human
anatomy model, we must first determine a correspondence between between points on the
image and points on the mesh. One way to do this is to allow users to pick three or more
pairs of points between the image and mesh, and then solve the resulting overdetermined
~ 0 on
linear system using least squares. A user selects pairs of points, ~v on the image and V
the mesh. Using ray tracing, points on the view plane, v~0 , can be calculated from points
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~ 0 that are in 3D. With these pairs of points, ~v and v~0 , a 3x3 transformation matrix M is
V
calculated to transform the image to the correct position on the view plane so that it can
projectively texture mapped onto the 3D mesh.

v~0 = M~v

(4.9)

The matrix M transforms between 2D homogeneous coordinates coordinates and is defined as follows
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(4.10)

Transformation between homogeneous coordinates requires only that v and v0 are proportional, such that we can compute the cross product as follows

v~0 × M~v = 0

(4.11)

~ 1, m
~ 2 and m
~ 3 , with ~v = (x1 , y1 , 1) and v~0 = (x01 , y10 , 1), then the
Set the rows of M as m
cross product in equation (4.11) becomes
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(4.12)

Equation (4.12) can be expanded into matrix form as follows
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(4.13)

The third row of the matrix in equation (4.13) is a linear combination of the first two
rows by multiplying the first row by −x and the second row by −y. The expanded form of
equation (4.13) is then
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(4.14)

~ 3 = [0, 0, 1], so that we remove the
To simplify equation (4.14) further, note that m
columns that are multiplied by 0 and move the column multiplied by 1 to the other side of
the equation as follows
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There are six unknowns which means that we need at minimum six equations which are
obtained from three pairs of points. Here then is the full system with n pairs of points



 0 0 0 −x1 −y1
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0
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Let the left matrix be defined as M , and we now solve the system using least squares
with normal equations
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We have implemented these equations in JavaScript using custom matrix libraries to solve
linear systems using LU decomposition. Figure 4.13 shows two example correspondences.
The wound image on the upper left is a diabetic arterial wound provided by Dr. Jeffrey
Niezgoda from the AZH Wound Care and Hyperbaric Oxygen Center. On the right is our
3D human anatomy model. The wound image has been transformed on top of the 3D model
according to three points selected interactively by the user.
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Figure 4.13: 3-Point Image Correspondence

Texture Mapping
Once the segmented wound images has been properly aligned, it must be texture mapped
onto the human model. To do this, we leverage barycentric coordinates. For a triangle with
three vertices a, b and c, the barycentric coordinate for point P is

P(α, β, γ) = αa + βb + γc

(4.18)

The area of the triangle is

A=

|(c − a) × (b − a)|
2
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(4.19)

The barycentric coordinates are proportional to the area of the triangle produced from
intersection of bisectors opposite the vertex as follows

α=

|(b − P) × (c − P)|
2A

(4.20)

β=

|(a − P) × (c − P)|
2A

(4.21)

γ =1−α−β

(4.22)

In order to determine which triangles need to be copied to the texture map, we iterate
over all vertices in the model and and calculate their projection to the camera view plane.
Say that the position of the camera in 3D space is C and the view plane is positioned at zvp
along the z-axis, then a projection point Pp for 3D point P is

Pp = P

cz − zvp
zvp − z
+C
cz − z
cz − z

(4.23)

For each projection point Pp that has a wound texture, we paste its wound texture
triangle into the corresponding triangle in the texture map using barycentric coordinates.
The trick is to iterate over the pixels with higher resolution, either from the view plane
or from the texture map. If the texture map has higher resolution, then we can pull the
corresponding pixel value from the image plane directly. If the image plane has higher
resolution then we can take the average of all the pixels in the image plane that map to the
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same pixel in the texture map and keep track of a counter c. We then can iteratively update
the texture map pixel as

RGBnew =

RGBold + RGBpixel
++c

(4.24)

Projective Texture Mapping
Projective texture mapping provides a quick and dirty way to use images as 3D textures by
projecting them onto 3D scenes and objects as if by a slide projector. It is important to have
an offline, software-based, general purpose algorithm that’s efficient enough to run on the
CPU, portable and pluggable into a variety of applications. We present an offline algorithm
that rasterizes a texture map directly for saving and retrieval to support applications that use
UV mapped texture maps. Processing time is reduced with pixel bucketing. Pixel buckets is
a data structure that reduces ray intersection calculations. A scan line algorithm is applied
per polygon for each polygon in the texture map by projecting them onto the camera’s view
projection window. The end result is a portable offline CPU bound algorithm for projective
texture mapping.
Projective texture mapping is found in graphics packages such as OpenGL , WebGL,
DirectX and Metal. In contrast to 2D/3D digital painting applications where high levels of
skill are employed, image projections can be applied quickly for rapid prototyping and are
suitable for automated geometric processing.
In traditional graphics packages, projective texture mapping is done as part of the graph-
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ics pipeline and renders displays in realtime. However, an application that creates texture
maps directly without necessarily displaying it can be done offline without needing to leverage a GPU-backed rendering pipeline. This is useful, for example, for automated procedures
that rasterize texture maps and save them for later use.
Offline projective mapping can be broken down into two phases. The first phase is to
generate a mapping from the camera’s projection window pixels to a list of polygon faces,
a.k.a. pixel bucketing. In the second phase, the texture map is rasterized and saved to
disk. We assume that the parameterization and UV mapping of the 3D object have already
been done. In the pixel bucketing phase, a data structure is created that stores for each
projection window pixel a list of faces that are intersected when a ray is cast from the
camera through that pixel. In the projection phase, the faces are iterated over. A scan line
algorithm traverses each face’s pixels in the texture map and a check is made against the
other faces in the relevant pixel bucket. If the texture map pixel is visible, it is painted with
colors from the texture.

View Dependent Texture Mapping
Many applications dynamically texture 3D scenes using projective texture mapping. These
texture maps can be morphed using image morphing, 2D and 3D transformations, land
marking of critical points, 2D to 3D correspondences, etc. so that different views produce
plausible looking scene textures [194, 195, 196, 197, 198]. Nakashima, Uno, Kawai, Sato &
Yokoya (2015) improve upon view dependent projective texture mapping with depth maps
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that help reduce artifacts [199].
Gard, Hilsmann & Eisert (2019) demonstrate how projective texture mapping is used in
object tracking systems by iteratively updating object edges and projecting distorted textures [200]. Milosavljević, Rančić, Dimitrijević, Predić & Mihajlović (2016) apply projective
texture mapping to enable video surveillance from 3D geographic information systems (GIS)
data [201]. Lin, et al. (2019) use view dependent projective texture mapping to provide
a more stable background during remote AR telementoring [202]. Criminisi & Zisserman
(2013) use projective texture mapping to distort planar textures as part of a process to
estimate plane orientation in images taken with uncalibrated cameras [203].

3D Digital Painting
In 3D digital painting applications, brush tips are represented as textured images that are
projected onto a 3D model as the user paints in realtime [204, 205, 206]. Fu & Chen’s (2008)
haptic painting system uses projective texture mapping to paint 3D models in realtime [207].
Cheah, et al. (2018) built a database of 3D wound data by digitally painting wounds on
human models [4].
Many applications allow for interactive texture mapping [208, 209, 210, 211]. Gingold,
I., Davidson, Han & Zorin (2008) use projective texture mapping for texture placement
onto 3D models in realtime [212]. Cherin, Cordier & Melkemi (2013) show how projectively
texture mapping can be done intuitively by end users [213]. Chun & Höllerer (2013) employ
projective texture mapping to enable realtime interaction with 3D models on mobile phones
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[214].

Augmented Reality
Augmented reality is a popular area for the use of projective texture mapping. In this context,
we enhance the real world with 3D objects via 3D reconstruction, spatial positioning and 3D
visualization [215, 216]. Gauglitz, Nuernberger, Turk & Höllerer (2014) use 3d augmented
reality video to allow users to interact remotely [217]. Hirsch, Wetzstein, & Raskar (2014) use
projective texture mapping to create a glass-free 3D theatre experience [218]. Hauswiesner,
Straka & Reitmayr (2011) projectively texture map clothing onto automated 3D models of
people trying on wardrobe using 3D augmented VR [219, 220].
Remote controlled agents use 3D vision for navigation and decision making. Cho &
Cho (2019) demonstrate how projective texture mapping of 2D segmented scenes can be
used to reconstruct 3D scene objects in realtime during remote controlled unmanned robot
expeditions [221]. Buss, et al. (2010) built a 3D projective texture mapped scene whereby
two remote operators can collaborate simultaneously [222]. Fondazione, Kessler, Ortin &
Remondino (2012) use projective texture mapping for mobile street navigation [223].

3D Reconstruction
Projective texture mapping is commonly used to texture map scenes, landscapes, models,
point clouds and other objects from photographs [224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231]. In
photogrammetry, 3D models are projectively texture mapped from a series of photographs
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using ray triangulation [232]. It can also be accomplished from video streams [233]. Grammatikopoulos, et al. (2012) demonstrate how projective texture mapping with ortho and
perspective views can be used to improve close-range photogrammetry [234]. A less precise
reconstruction approach that approximates 3D shapes from segmented images, known as visual hulls, also apply projective texture mapping [235, 236]. Tsai & Lin (2007) projectively
texture map mosaics of close-range photographs to texture 3D buildings in cyber cities [237].
Tang, et al. (2018) projectively map textures onto 3d meshes after realtime compression of
streaming 4D video [238]. Zhang, Li, Cheng, Cai, Chao & Rui (2015) projectively texture
map 3D models generated from stereo views [76].

Offline Projective Texture Mapping
Background
In modern graphical engine pipelines a 3D scene is projected onto a 2D image using a specific
camera calibration, volume clipping and normalization. Conversely, projective texture mapping projects images back out into a 3D scene as if by a slide projector [239]. The underlying
mesh surface parameterization is used to update or create an underlying texture map, such
as a UV texture map for a triangulated mesh.
The canonical application of projective texture mapping is for lighting and shadowing
effects in games and animation [240, 241, 242, 243]. Yu, Guo, Lin, Lumsdaine & Yu (2013)
use projective texture maps for image-based light fields [244]. Tetzlaff & Meyer (2017) [245]
demonstrate how projective texture mapping can be used to alter scene lighting.
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Offline Workflow
We use the term offline in the context of projective texture mapping to refer to any procedure
that generates texture maps from image projections for the purpose of saving to a file, as
opposed to rendering to a display. This is what happens, for example, in Photoshop, when
an image layer is merged with a 3D layer. Emphasis is placed on the projective texture
mapping algorithm and image processing routines. There is no strict need for GPGPU,
or general purpose GPU shaders, but we emphasize efficiency and performance within the
context of CPU processing.

Pixel Bucketing
Pixel bucketing is a preprocessing stage to reduce the number of face intersection computations needed in the projective texture mapping phase. In the worst case, bucketing requires
as many intersection calculations as standard ray casting. For F faces and a projection
window resolution of m × n, the number of intersection computations may be as high as
F ∗ m ∗ n, barring any acceleration structure optimizations. In practice we expect much better performance because each projection pixel maps to only small list of faces. For example,
if the mesh is a sphere, there are no more than two face intersections per pixel.
Pixel bucketing uses projection window coordinates to determine which pixel buckets a
polygon face belongs in. As each face is projected onto the projection window, a scan line
over the polygon determines all pixels covered by the polygon, and the polygon is added to
each pixel’s bucket. In the worst case we do not save more than standard ray casting. If
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each polygon covers the entire projection window, then for F faces and projection window
resolution m × n, pixel bucketing takes time O(F ∗ m ∗ n). However, it practice we expect
much better because each polygon covers a very small portion of the projection window.

Comparison to Depth Mapping
Depth mapping in graphics packages such as OpenGL is a data structure that stores for
each projection pixel, the depth of the nearest face intersection. It runs in time linear to
the resolution of the projection window, i.e. O(m ∗ n). It can done as a preprocessing step,
but has traditionally been done in tandem with the rasterization algorithm, such that new
depth values are updated dynamically. Consequently, unlike pixel bucketing, each pixel in
the map stores a value, not a list.
Online projective texture mapping algorithms maintain a data structure similar to a
depth map, known as a shadow map. Shadow maps use depth values so that for each pixel
from the perspective of a light source, it is determined which faces should be textured and
which should be shadowed. Yu, Y. (1999) [246] leverages screen space coordinates in order
to efficiently compute a shadow map as part of a projective texture mapping workflow.

Rasterization
To rasterize the texture map, each polygon face in the texture map is rasterized via a scan
line routine. For each pixel encountered during the scan line routine, its world coordinates
are calculated so that a ray can be projected to it from the camera. This is done by using
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the UV mapping, that maps vertices to texture space. Firstly, barycentric coordinates are
calculated for the pixel in texture space, from which we can exact the intersection point of
the triangle in world space.
To color the texture map with the corresponding color from the projection image, we
get the intersection of the camera ray with the projection window. This intersection will lie
somewhere within a square of four projection image pixels, from which a bilinear interpolation
is performed to obtain the final color for the corresponding texture map pixel. If a point
p = (x, y) resides inside of a square defined by four points starting at the upper left and
proceeding clockwise as p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 ,

p1

p2

p

p4

p3

and if the bounds of this square are xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax , then we obtain the bilinearly
interpolated point, P , as follows

b1 = (xmax − x)(ymax − y)
b2 = (x − xmin )(ymax − y)
(4.25)
b3 = (x − xmin )(y − ymin )
b4 = (xmax − x)(y − ymin )
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P =

b1 ∗ p 1 + b2 ∗ p 2 + b3 ∗ p 3 + b 4 ∗ p 4
(xmax − xmin )(ymax − ymin )

(4.26)

Magnification and Minification
Magnification and minification are terms used to describe depth placement of textures in 3D
space. In traditional texture mapping, a single texture map pixel may cover numerous screen
pixels, and vice versa. In the former case, it is called magnification and happens when a
texture is applied closer to the camera. When a polygon is farther from the camera, a single
screen pixel covers multiple texture map pixels, referred to as minification. In either case,
the algorithm can filter the image in order to chose an appropriate color to guard against
artifacts such as aliasing, moire patterns and jaggies.
We use bilinear interpolation to choose a texture map color from the projection texture.
In cases of extreme minification or magnification, however, this approach suffers from artifacts. There are solutions to this problem which are beyond the scope of this work. A
popular solution is mipmapping. Mipmapping stores the same texture at different resolutions. Higher resolutions are applied closer to the camera, and lower resolutions are applied
at distances farther from the camera. This improves over using bilinear interpolation alone,
but suffers from hard boundaries between resolution transitions and blurring from foreshortening caused by perspective viewing. Hard boundaries can be ameliorated with trilinear
filtering and perspective view blurring can be solved with anisotropic filtering.
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4.3

Intensity-Based Wound Depth Map

Recovering 3D reconstruction from shading is an ill-posed problem, meaning that there is
no single solution, and hence there is no single way to reconstruct a 3D model from 2D
when using shading alone. Inevitably, there will be errors in the 3D reconstruction, and
these will be exacerbated by the limitations of the phone camera. However, shading may
help visualization in general. For e.g., wounds tend to have sharp grooves and crevices that
generate intense specular reflections. There is a basic illumination model for intensity I, i.e
RGB color, and vertex v as follows

I(v) = Ka Ia + Kd Id (N · L) + Ks Is (V · R)2 , N · L, V · R > 0

(4.27)

Where Ia is the ambient color and associated constant Ka , Id is the diffuse color and
associated constant Kd , N is the vector from the surface, V faces the viewer, L faces the
light source and R is the reflected light which in simplest case can be set relative to the normal
and incoming light source as 2(N · L)N − L. We minimize the brightness error between the
original image intensities for each pixel, Io , and the reconstructed pixel intensities Ir

Z Z

(Io − Ir )2 dx dy

(4.28)

We have used intensity-based depth mapping in Blender to alter the 3D surface of a
wound as seen in figure 4.14. This was done by manually segmenting an arterial wound in
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Photoshop and then projectively texture mapping it onto our 3D human model by merging
the segmented wound image layer onto the human model 3D layer.

Figure 4.14: Wound 3D Intensity Displacement

4.4

Limitations

As we have noted previously, 3D reconstruction from a single image is an ill-posed problem
owing to the multiplicity of possible solutions. Another limitation of our approach to 3D
visualization is that we have used a standard 3D human model. In reality, human beings
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have quite a significant amount of anatomical variations in gait, size, posture, shape, etc.
These and other person-to-person peculiarities are ignored by our use of a common 3D model.
Preferably, which is out of scope for our work, we would like to employ a automated solution
that incorporates each patient’s body type. Cheah, Kangkorn, Tan, Loo and Chong (2018)
[4] deal with this in their Android-based mobile app by using six 3D human anatomy models
instead of one. Three are female, three are male, and each is split into thin, average and
overweight human body types.
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5. Wound Assessment Mobile App

5.1

End-to-End Workflow

The ultimate goal of mobile wound assessment is to simplify everyone’s lives by making the
user experience as seamless and user friendly as possible. This means automating as much as
can be safely and accurately done so, and then providing easy to use interactive tools to help
users carry out their daily tasks. At one extreme are mobile apps that automate the entire
workflow. For example, the approach posited by Chakraborty, et al. (2019) [2] strives to
be purely computational in diagnosing chronic wound tissue. Mobile software preprocesses
the wound image before automatically segmenting it using fuzzy c-means clustering. In the
classification phase, color features are extracted and identified as one of the three major
healing stages of granulation, slough or necrotic, i.e. red, yellow or black respectively.
We take a sort of middle of the line approach with an emphasis on 3D visualization instead
of classification. Segmentation is semi-automated and 3D visualization is interactive. The
mobile app that we are creating is a cloud-based storage application that securely stores
wound images taken from camera phones. The workflow starts with the user opening the
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mobile app, and then selecting the camera icon to take a single picture, as shown in figure
5.1. The wound is then segmented from the background using the neural network described
below. Either the original wound photo or the segmented wound can be run through a neural
network classifier to classify the wound.
The user then positions the segmented wound image onto the 3D human model. This
can be done in one of two ways. The user may rotate the 3D model and line up the wound
image manually, or the user may pick pairs of points between the segmented wound image
and the 3D model. The location is then used to projectively texture map the wound onto
the 3D model.

5.2

Neural Networks for Wound Assessment

As has already been mentioned, neural networks are the future of wound segmentation and
classification. There are mobile libraries for iOS and Android that can be used to build
embedded neural networks. A localized mobile-residing neural network is currently beyond
the scope of this work. However, because our mobile solution is cloud-based, it is perfectly
reasonable to perform CNN-based segmentation and classification on a remote machine.
The primary benefit of this approach is that we offload high intensity computations from
the device to a high-end GPU. In our lab we use the NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU.
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Figure 5.1: Camera page
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Neural Network for Wound Segmentation
We leverage the work of Wang (2019) [247] who built a deep neural network to segment
chronic ulcers from wound images. Of the 305 wound images obtained from Dr. Jeffrey
Niezgoda at the AZH Wound Care and Hyperbaric Oxygen Center, 259 images were used for
training and 46 images for testing. A dice coefficient of 85% is achieved. Two segmentation
results are shown in figure 5.2.
Wang, et al. (2020) [248] updated to a new segmentation NN based on MobileNetV2
with transfer learning and hole filling. Additional training data is made available from the
Medetec Wound Database. These enhancements have improved the segmentation dice score
to 86.78%. Specifically, pre-trained data is transferred from the Pascal VOC segmentation
dataset and is used to initialize the NN weights. Holes can be caused by fibrinous tissue
or noise. The final segmentation, then, fills in these holes by finding connected components
within the segmentation boundary.

Neural Network for Wound Classification
We leverage the work of Rostami (2019) [249] to classify burn wound images as either deep
thermal and deep thickness or superficial. A total of 94 images were used to train AlexNet
using transfer learning, where 20 were used for training and 74 for testing. In addition,
training data was augmented 16x using image affine transformations. A result of 89.2%
accuracy was achieved. Examples of each type of burn wound appears in figure 5.4
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Figure 5.2: Wound segmentation
(a) First column, original image (b) Second column, manual ground truth (c) Third column, the
prediction

Rostami, et al. (2020) have updated their research with a more sophisticated classification
network that classifies wounds into one of venous, diabetic, pressure or surgical wound,
as shown in figure 5.5. This is particularly useful for our work which emphasizes chronic
wounds. Furthermore, classification is done via patches which could mitigate the need for
segmentation in some contexts.
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Figure 5.3: Wound segmentation w/ hole filling
(a) First row, wound images (b) Second row, segmentation results (c) Third row, with hole filling

5.3

Semi-Automatic Unsupervised Wound
Segmentation

We have created a semi automated wound image segmentation tool for mobile platforms
suitable for resource constrained environments. Mobile wound assessment has matured dramatically over the last decade, with mobile wound image capture becoming a go-to for
clinicians, nurses, doctors and medical professionals alike who want to streamline wound
monitoring and treatment. Modern mobile wound assessment segments wound images and
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Figure 5.4: Burn Wounds
(a) The first row are superficial burn wounds (b) The second row are deep burn wounds
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Figure 5.5: Wound classification
(a) First row, diabetic (b) Second row, venous (c) Third row, pressure (d) Fourth row, surgical
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classifies them for automated diagnosis. Convolutional neural networks have become the de
facto standard to achieve the most accurate segmentation and classification results. However,
CNN’s require a large repository of labeled ground truth wound image data which is prohibitively expensive in resource constrained environments. To ameliorate this shortcoming,
we have combined industry standard quick selection tools to manually adjust the segmented
wound region after local unsupervised wound image segmentation.

Unsupervised Wound Segmentation
Novel advances in telemedicine have made wound image segmentation viable on mobile devices. Wound segmentation is a standard procedure on mobile wound assessment platforms
that perform tasks such as tissue classification, wound measurement and wound healing monitoring. While machine learning has been become the most popular and most accurate tool
for wound segmentation, it is limited by the quality and size of the training data set. Furthermore, gathering manual ground truth wound segmentation data requires expert knowledge
from wound doctors and hence remains time consuming and error prone. When automatic
segmentation fails, many target applications still require interactive manual modification of
the segmented region.
Ambiguity often arises in attempting to determine exactly where the boundary of the
wound lies. Experts make subjective judgements when delineating wound borders leading to
segmentation variations that potentially adversely affect wound dressing preparation [250].
Our approach demonstrates how traditional unsupervised wound segmentation can be com-
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bined with an easy to use selection tool that modifies the segmented region to one’s liking. In
so doing, high quality wound segmentation is achieved that is customized to the individual
user and application.

Semi-Automatic Segmentation
Hettiarachchi, Mahindaratne, Mendis, Nanayakkara & Nanayakkara (2013) [251] allow wound
regions segmented via active contour models to be modified manually before using automated
camera calibration to measure wound size. A manual component to wound segmentation is
useful in contexts where precise segmentation is ambiguous. For example, in applications
that have varying requirements for visualizing differing wound tissues and the surrounding
skin. To meet these intricacies, we propose using marching ants and a resizeable quick
selection tool similar to what is available in Photoshop.
Before the end user interactively modifies the wound region, we use an automated unsupervised algorithm to provide a preliminary segmentation to work with. In so doing, we
obtain the best of both worlds. Unsupervised wound segmentation quickly hones in on the
target wound region, and quick selection allows for easy modification and customization.
Once the wound is segmented from the image, the segmented wound image is stored for
later retrieval such as would be required by the majority of the wound assessment apps
discussed in this paper.
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5.4

Mobile Application

3D Visualization
The 3D visualization of the wound is the piece that ties all of the work we have done together.
The good news is that we can use existing 3D rendering pipelines to view and interact with
our 3D human model. In figure 5.6, we have used the native iOS Model I/O API to render
the mesh. In figure 5.7, we have used the ThreeJS WebGL framework to render the model
over the Web. The iOS Model I/O API is smoother because it is GPU-accelerated natively
by the iOS Metal framework. It is also fully equipped with physics-based arc ball rotation
to achieve a very organic feel. ThreeJS is portable to both iOS and Android, making it the
favorable solution for prototyping the concepts of our mobile wound assessment platform.

Wound Browsing & Inspection
We have built a prototype for the wound application. The home page of our application is
the wound gallery, as seen in figure 5.8. The wound gallery is a scrollable list showing all
of the wound images taken for the current patient. The navigation bar of the application
allows the end user to take a picture, to add notes and to login. When the end user clicks
on a wound image, the wound inspection page comes up. This page allows the end user to
perform two-finger touch enabled panning, scaling and rotation of the wound in order to
better inspect it, as seen in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.6: Model I/O 3D Render
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Figure 5.7: Web-based ThreeJS 3D Render
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Figure 5.8: Home page
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Figure 5.9: Wound inspection page
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6. Conclusion & Future work
We have designed a complete mobile wound assessment platform for the remote care and
management of wounds. We capitalize on the worldwide proliferation of camera-enabled
smartphones to enable wound assessment even in under-resourced and remote environments. We have integrated machine learning algorithms that use convolution neural networks
(CNN’s) to automatically segment the wound from the image and to classify it into a number
of different types based on its tissue composition. We follow this up with semi-automated
interactive 3D visualization of the wound. The wound is positioned on a digital 3D human
model when the end-user creates pairs of point correspondences between the wound image
and the human model, which gives an over-determined linear system that’s solvable via least
squares. An efficient projective texture mapping algorithm is then used to project the wound
as a texture onto the 3D model. The humanoid model is fully segmented and labeled in 3D
with the human surface anatomy labels that come from the NYU and Anatomy Mapper
labeling systems.
In the future we’d like to incorporate a knowledge-based decision tree with data collected
from interviews with domain-level expert physicians. The mobile system will ask the user
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a series of questions as determined by the underlying decision tree and then provide a preliminary diagnosis. Patient answers would be stored on the server and made available to
physicians for later review. Ideally, physicians would be notified via an automated signaling
system which automatically prioritizes wound cases based on their level of urgency.
Over the long term we’d like to build a large database of chronic wound images for use
in machine learning tasks such as image segmentation, classification and 3D reconstruction.
This would allow the system to be smarter and more judicious in its decision making, further
automating workflows and reducing burden on medical personnel. For example, instead of
selecting corresponding points between the wound image and the 3D model, an AI-based
algorithm would automatically determine the location of the wound based on the wound
texture and surrounding body parts.
Finally, since there aren’t many databases of 3D wound models, neither openly accessible
nor private, we’d like to incorporate results from the iPhone dual camera to obtain 3D
depth map data from wound pictures. Depth maps can be used to be build a 3D wound
model database which would provide data for machine learning algorithms. The goal is to
provide more accurate 3D modeling of wounds that would be made possible by more rigorous
validation. The other benefit of using the iPhone’s dual camera is its potential to incorporate
3D wound data directly within the mobile wound assessment workflow.
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can be established, each including a set of event objects ordered relative
to each other in a circular fashion. The IM gateway can detect an
incoming message. A CPU processing thread for handling the incoming
message can be determined. One of the unsynchronized event object
pools associated with the thread can be ascertained. A current one of
the ordered event objects within the pool can then be determined. The
current one can be an object ordered after a last event object used from
the pool. The thread can utilize the determined event object to handle
a task for the incoming message, which negates a need and a time to
create a new event object for the thread.
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